JOHN HENRY
Negro espiritual

Tradicional E:EUJ
Arm.: Lirio J. Palomar
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This old hammer killed John Henry.
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
but it won't kill me
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
won't kill me
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
won't kill me
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
won't kill me
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry
This old hammer killed John Henry